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Informing with design
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“To inform, educate and entertain.”
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To inform
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Clarity

Interaction

Abstraction
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MARGARETAREYOUGRIEVI

NGOVERGOLDENGROVEUNL

EAVINGLEAVESLIKETHET

HINGSOFMANYOUWITHYOU

RFRESHTHOUGHTSCAREFO

RCANYOUAHASTHEHEARTG

ROWSOLDERITWILLCOMET

OSUCHSIGHTSCOLDER
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Margaret, are you grieving

Over Goldengrove unleaving?

Leaves, like the things of man, you

With your fresh thoughts care for, can you?

Ah! as the heart grows older

It will come to such sights colder

Spring and Fall (1880) by Gerard Manley Hopkins
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Programming
Python, JavaScript

Journalism
Vox

Statistics
FiveThirtyEight



Ideally, we want the reader to grasp our work with minimal investment

Any extra acts of cognition that users are made to perform 
incur a debt that we must then relieve in the form of increased value
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Ideally, we want the reader to grasp our work with minimal investment

Any extra acts of cognition that users are made to perform 
incur a debt that we must then relieve in the form of increased value
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The Economist
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Pew Research Center
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To increase clarity

Idea 1: Use charts that people know
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The Economist
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The Economist
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To increase clarity

Idea 1: Use charts that people know

Idea 2: Make things we care about stand out
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Gestalt principles
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Elijah Meeks
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Elijah Meeks
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Elijah Meeks
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To increase clarity

Idea 1: Use charts that people know

Idea 2: Make things we care about stand out

Idea 3: Be cognizant of how the reader perceives visual elements
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Macro Connections, Media Lab
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Macro Connections, Media Lab



So you’re saying use treemaps for hierarchical data?
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Tree Sunburst Treemap   Matrix

Answers our questions? 3 out of 5 2 out of 5 2 out of 5   4 out of 5

Compact? Not really Kind of Yes   Yes

Comparability? Not really Kind of Kind of   Yes

1. How are employees distributed throughout the organization?
2. How flat is the organization?
3. Which teams are the most spread-out?
4. How big are teams?
5. To what extent are offices used?
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The path from the familiar to the novel ought to be 
fraught with caution and reflection
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To increase clarity

Idea 1: Use charts that people know

Idea 2: Make things we care about stand out

Idea 3: Be cognizant of how the reader perceives visual elements

Idea 4: The path from the familiar to the novel ought to be fraught with caution and reflection
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300,000 hits

5,200 Github stars
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Clarity

Interaction

Abstraction
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Abstraction hides detail, good abstraction hides the right detail
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Final thought
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“We make to ourselves pictures of facts.”

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Notebooks, 1914-1916
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